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INTRODUCTION 3D Multi-Spectral Imaging (MSI)[1,2,3] techniques have made significant advancements toward imaging near 
metal, with their ability to correct for most of the distortion and signal loss caused by metallic implants. However, even with 3D-MSI 
techniques, there can be signal loss close to the implant caused by large B0 field perturbations or strong local-field gradients. These 
artificial signal voids and dark tissues such as cortical bones, are indistinguishable with lack of signal in the actual implant in the 
resulting images, and this makes it challenging to visualize the implant geometry or to examine the tissue/implant interface.   
This work aims to differentiate the metallic voxels from artificial signal void or dark tissues by utilizing the susceptibility map 
estimated from B0 field maps.  Previous work has taken a voxel-by-voxel approach to search for the susceptibility of each voxel in 
signal void [4], but this approach does not guarantee a globally optimal solution over the entire implant, particularly in the center of 
large implants where this method becomes severely ill-conditioned. Here a regularized inversion method is proposed to solve for the 
globally optimized susceptibility map, and its ability to visualize the implant geometry is demonstrated in phantom and in-vivo 
studies.  
THEORY The B0 field perturbation induced by susceptibility χ can be expressed by 0F{ } F{ }B D χΔ = ⋅ , where F represents Fourier 
transform, and 2 21 / 3 /zD k k= −  is the Fourier transform of the dipole field pattern, k, zk denotes k-space radial distance and z 
component. The field map 0BΔ can be measured in a 3D-MSI scan by computing the center-of-mass frequency over the different 
spectral bins at each voxel [3]. However, the inversion for { }F χ is ill-conditioned, because D is zero on the conical surface 2 21 / 3zk k= , 
and also because the field map is unknown in the signal void regions. We propose to solve this ill-conditioned inverse problem by 
incorporating two constraints: (1) the susceptibility map χ is piece-wise constant; (2) χ can take only a few different values. The 
problem is formulated as 
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Total variation (TV) of the susceptibility map χ and deviation from ( 1, , )i i Nχ = … are penalized to enforce the two constraints. The 
number of voxel types N, corresponding susceptibilities iχ  and masks iM  are constant parameters determined based on initial 
estimation of χ . First, 2ρ  is set to 0 for ~15 iterations; next, based on the current estimation of χ , N and corresponding iχ values  are 
found, masks for each type iM are generated by simple thresholding; then the optimization problem can be solved with both 
regularization terms. The Split-Bregman algorithm [5,6] is used to 
solve this problem efficiently. 
METHOD The proposed method was tested in a SEMAC [1] scan of 
an agar gel phantom with a titanium shoulder prosthesis on a GE 3T 
MRI system with the following parameters: 32 RF pulse frequencies 
separated by 1 kHz, 0.94x0.94x3mm3 resolution. The method was 
also tested in an in-vivo MAVRIC-SL [3] hip scan with a total hip 
replacement on a GE 1.5T MRI system with the following 
parameters: 24 RF pulse frequencies separated by 1 kHz, 
0.78x0.78x3.5mm3 resolution.  
RESULT & DISCUSSION In the phantom experiment, the 
inversion used only 12 spectral bins, where artificial signal void was 
created due to smaller spectral coverage (+/-6 kHz). The 32-bin 
composite images were used as reference. As shown in FIG 1, most 
of the artificial signal void was distinguished from the real implant 
voxels (colored in blue). In the in-vivo experiment (FIG. 2), the 
inversion separated the metallic voxels from surrounding dark tissues, 
such as cortical bones (solid arrows). The method failed to recover 
the lower shaft of the implant (dotted arrow) due to low SNR for 
measuring field map close to the edge of FOV. 
CONCLUSION The proposed method can provide better 
visualization of the implant boundary for clinical diagnosis, by 
separating metallic voxels from artificial signal void and dark tissues 
based on the inverted susceptibility map. Additional validation of a 
wider range of devices will be necessary.  
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FIG 1. Results of the shoulder replacement phantom. The 
estimated implant is overlaid on the 12-bin composite images 
in blue.  

FIG 2. A. the full FOV image; B. the estimated implant; C. the 
3D rendering of  the estimated implant;  D. the field map of the 
susceptibility estimate; E. the field map measured in the scan.   
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